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McDROID is the a fusion Arcade/RTS, the love-child of RTYPE and Dune 2. You
take direct control of the modular robot McDROID and protect your shuttle and

your crop against various types of mutants and mutations. You can either fight head-
on by carrying a weapon or you can deploy weapons and let them do the work, you

can even drop experimentals on the map. The creatures either attack you directly or
corrupt the ground, some even mutate your crops against you. It's fast-paced, it's full
of surprises, it takes brains and it's a bit crazy, it's sci-fi like you have never played

(Co-Op & Single).

In your farming and survival pack you get:

 One (1) Modular Combine Droid (McDROID)

 A story campaign where each level uncovers a new game mechanic and research blueprint, and where you heal a planet.

 Each level has 3 difficulty, CHALLENGE continues where you left off in NORMAL with all the turrets that survived.

 Enemies drop corpses which debuff and damage your turrets. Gotta clean up behind yourself! (for extra loot)

 Trees to heal the planet (and buff your weapons and crops production)

 A variety of researchable giant talking weapons that you can carry and shoot around like a 3rd person shooter.

 A multi weapon rail to turn into a very powerful machine of peace.

 One unicorn skin and one skull skin (find them scattered about)

 Deployable base mount

 Tesla turrets that you can chain together a-la CnC Red Alert

 Economy based on McDiamonds and giant strawberries because it's the future.

 Factories that builds robots (that buid miniatures of factories?)

 Mutators that will turn your crop into Bomb Trees (not good for harvest).

 Cute cartoony Borderland gfx

 Hand Crafted levels that change with how many trees your plant.

 Drop in/Drop out Co-Op: because that Mutatosaurus is just too much for you. Cloud save. Persistent base and other
technologies from the 21st century.
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 Hard as nail Survival Levels with persistence: your towers and economy stay with you from death to death, but also
bomb trees, unfortunately.

 Persistent Research. Do you focus on improving your lasers first or branch out into bliss engine as you climb through
the research trees?

 Drop in/Drop out Co-Op: if you're overwhelmed in single campaign, have some robot-buddies join you.

 Persistent base building: Complete a level on Normal and you can play on in Challenge and Nightmare modes. Your
base and economy will carry over but will have to withstand much deadlier attacks!

 Not 40s, not 50s, not 80s but 60 rock!

 Achievements awarded for tasks ranging from silly to tricky.

 Supports Xbox 360 controller
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Title: McDROID
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Elefantopia
Publisher:
Elefantopia
Release Date: 5 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: core 2 duo

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: nvidia 660 Ti

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1024 MB available space

Additional Notes: QWERTY only

English,Dutch,Japanese
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ENG:

If you like playing around, like adventure, excitement and challenge you, and you're a nerd and you like coding, you like to try
out the hacks, by far the best hacker simulation, where you can legally hack! Testimonial!

Also includes a mod editor!

FIN:

Jos pid\u00e4t leikkimisest\u00e4, pid\u00e4t seikkailusta, pid\u00e4t j\u00e4nnityksest\u00e4 ja haasteesta sek\u00e4 olet
n\u00f6rtti sek\u00e4 pid\u00e4t koodaamisesta, tykk\u00e4\u00e4t kokeilla my\u00f6s hakkerointia, ehdottomasti paras
hakkeri simulaatio, jossa voi laillisesti hakkeroida! Suositteluni!

Sis\u00e4lt\u00e4\u00e4 my\u00f6s modi editorin!. It's an okay game. For the price it could be worth it if you want to spend a
couple of minutes solving puzzles, but don't expect any real challenge.

It took me 29 minutes to complete the 66 puzzles included in the game, which means less than 30 seconds per puzzle. The
game's concept is good, but the puzzle design could definitely be improved to make it more difficult. Also, I'm sure there could
have been a way to add more progression in the game, like adding different challenges and concepts with colors and stuff.

If you want to spend 30 minutes on simple puzzles, the price isn't too high so you can give it a try, but if you're looking for a
challenge you won't find it here.. Simple, but very well made and funny!. Cool little puzzle game with a fun ghost premise.
Overall I'd say this is a C- and with so many games to play it wasn't worth my time. The controls could use some work and the
concept gets boring after an hour or so.. I really like this game.

It looked to me like an arena fighting game at first glance so I always ignored it. I bought it on sale for 79 cents on a whim and
I'm sure glad I did.

It looks like Titans Quest, but It plays very much like an MMO. Tab targeting, auto-attack, skills hotbar, camps of mobs you
have to carefully pull, etc. If you aren't in to MMO-style combat, you may not like this. The combat reminds me of Vanguard
and several others. Fights are quicker though, mobs your level usually die in 10-15 seconds.

The leveling is relatively fast so far. I've been playing about 6 hours and am level 31. I did grind out a couple of levels once to
make an area easier, but it only took about 10 minutes.
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A big plus for me is that there are 16 item slots, including four ring slots. I prefer many slots and slower upgrades rather than
constant upgrades to 6 or 8 slots.

One of the things I didn't like about it are the slow walking speed when you first start the game as a child. But once you leave
the tutorial island and become an adult, the walking speed is very good.

Another thing I don't care for is the day\/night system. You have to find a campfire to rest, with the option of resting to restore
stamina only, or until morning or evening. It seemed like I had to rest until night time to make one quest mob appear but there
was no indication of this that I saw so I roamed around looking for him before trying to wait until night time. So far, this was the
only time day or night mattered, other than picking some flowers on the tutorial island, and you are told to do that at night.

The last thing is the save system. You can only save at one of the campfires. There are plenty of them around so this is not a big
issue for me, but a "save anywhere" would be nice.

I only went to the arena for a few minutes and it was kind of weird and not all that fun, so hopefully it'll be mostly optional.

The graphics are on par with most MMO graphics and the sound is adequate but there is not a lot of music.

Having finished all other RPG's that interest me, and being between MMO's at the moment, I'm having a lot of fun with this. I
would have easily paid the full $7.99 for it had I realized what it actually was.

Edit:

1) I finished the game in 13 hours at level 80.

2) The arena is optional. I never went there again and only lost a little favor with the gods for missing a tournament.

3) The night\/day thing was not a big deal. There are 3-4 times someone or something will only appear at night.

4) A couple of the quests are a bit vague. I consulted a walkthrough a few times.

5) It did crash on me twice, both times after saving and entering a new zone.

It was still probably the most fun I've ever had for 79 cents, and is well worth even full price, imo, if you can overlook a few
minor issues.. If you loved Earth 2150, moon project or lost souls, here you will feel like in home and with new units and
factions, but if you never played it, then run before you will write sh***y text about this 2001 game. Earth 2 engine is here and
everything work the same, even bots use still good vs-newbs tactic [light rush then air + hvy defend]. There are some cons like
huge gui [i prefer smaller from earth series] and weird fps problem that i still didn't fixed [your game work on stable 15-25 fps]

If you love reality pump rts mechanics then buy that game especially now when it is in low price,
if not then just go to some AAA games... idk maybe CoH 2 s*** or somethin.... Ah finally! After so many years it finally
surfaces on Steam! Played it years ago, it was a quite fun Pause-based real time squad based strategy game.. This game is
fantastic. Super simple, but extremely effective. The storyline touches on a lot of modern themes despite the setting being
somewhat old. It's quite a short game but very satisfying to go through, with a nice, emotional finish.. A fun game. I beat it. I
have extra steam copies if you want to trade. It is short, but for an indie game it is really good. A large part of the hours I logged
on this game is from leaving it on all night and resuming in the morning. Also I forgot to save and exited half way through the
game, and I had to start over. The exit menu is a little tricky stating "Do you really want to abandon Icuras/Quest" (i forget
which Ic or Qu). But if you choose yes it actually does save.. Well, I'll try to keep the review short. It was my first visual novel,
but as a fan of the Psycho-Pass series, especially the characters from first season, Masaoka, Kagari... It was very pleasant to live
another great story with these guys. Gonna do a second run sometime. It's an amazing experience.

And you're better off playing this VN than watching season 2 anyways
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Arcade at its best!

- Controls are easy to master
- It has a great learning curve as later levels will challenge your driving skills
- Graphics and music are spot on

I'm glad i found this game!. Phew, weird game. Looks in the videos much more interesting. Unfortunately very soapy gameplay
and really a very bad soundscape. Unfortunately, the graphics are also very old-fashioned. And i found only one server ?!

3 / 10. Oldschool bullet hell.
6.5/10. it is a funny game for some spare time. The premise of Quick Maths: addition and subtraction may be valid, but as a
game, it is not worth it. Addition and subtraction are arithmetical operations that have been learned and practiced by most humans
much earlier than the age of 13, which is the required minimum age for a valid subscriber agreement with Steam.

I do not recommend this game as it cannot be classified as such, a "game". It barely offers any content and the idea behind it isn't
fun. I advise against a purchase.. a nice cofeebreak game, this game is pretty simple in its own. it's not that difficult to progress far
in the game. all is a matter of good decision to make, if you're not idiot you'll learn quickly what choice to make for each event.
progressing in the game is just a matter of good choices and some luck.

a fair price for a descent small game.. If you did not get it for free, it's not worth the price tag.
Should've been included in the base game.. Fun game. I been waiting a while to play it and glad it came out good!!! Hopefully more
airport will be add later. Recommand this game to everyone!!!. Very good 2D martiankiller. Fun, with nice music, very good
graphics and a fun story. Watch the trailer and you'll buy it too. :)

Muy buen matamarcianos 2D. Divertido, con buena música, muy buenos gráficos y una historia entretenida. Miren el trailer y
también lo comprarán. :)
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